
After the success of the 2017 

Coach Tour Survey, a second 

survey was commissioned to 

look for trends and answer 

new questions.  

The 2018 survey sought to 

double the sample size from 

250 to 500. A total of 446 

surveys were completed, 

achieving 89% of our target.  

The survey was handed to 

coach tour passengers at the 

end of their visit once they had 

boarded the coach for 

departure. They were given a 

brief explanation of why the 

survey was taking place. Some 

of the surveys were filled out 

individually, whilst others were 

filled out by couples. Once 

completed the surveys were 

then collected prior to the 

coach’s departure. 

 

Participants were given a 

complimentary pen as an 

incentive and to encourage the 

completion of the survey.  

The coaches approached were 

those that arrived and 

departed either from the 

western service yard at the 

Newton Abbot Markets or the 

Highweek Way bus and coach 

station beside Asda. As a 

number of coaches tended to 

arrive and depart at the same 

time, only a limited number of 

the total number of buses 

could be surveyed on any 

given day.  

A coach drivers survey was 

also produced, to better gauge 

the opinions of those working 

directly in the industry. A 

number of coach drivers were 

approached more than once, 

so they only completed an 

initial survey and answered 

Questions 1-4 on any surveys 

thereafter.  

As the survey sample 

increased, a greater number of 

Wednesdays were included. 

The survey ran from 18th April 

to the 13th June 2018, 

whereas last year the survey 

concluded on 31st May 2017 

The results presented in this 

report will focus on a variety of 

factors that will help us to 

understand the economic 

value coach tours and coach 

tourists bring to the town. A 

copy of the surveys used can 

be found on the next two 

pages. 

As well as the survey results, 

there will also be statistics on 

the number of coaches coming 

to the town each month and 

year.   

Introduction 

Main Conclusions 

 The average spend per person/couple has increased from £23.68 in 

2017 to £24.31 in 2018 

 The number of coaches/passengers visiting Newton Abbot in 2017 is 

the highest its been since current records began 

 In 2017 we estimate that a total of £130,713 was spent by coach 

tour visitors in Newton Abbot, up from £75,302 in 2016 

 Despite the recent improvements, coach drivers still seek a reliable 

long term solution to the coach parking situation in the town 

 The greatest demand from coach tour visitors is to improve the 

access to and number of toilets at the markets 

 98% of respondents would recommend Newton Abbot to their friends 
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Dates of Survey: 

 

 18 April 2018 

 25 April 2018 

 2 May 2018 

 16 May 2018 

 23 May 2018 

 6 June 2018 

 13 June 2018 



The Questions Asked: Visitors Survey 
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The Questions Asked: Drivers Survey 
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Graphs in this report from the drivers survey will feature a blue outline. 



The survey took place over nine weeks covering seven of the Wednesdays during that period. The two Wednesdays not included were  

9 May 2018 and 30 May 2018.  

The number of participants taking part on any one day only partly reflects the total number of coaches and passengers that actually 

visited. As many coaches left at the same time, many of the coaches that visited Newton Abbot were unable to take part in the survey.  

The last day of the survey saw lower numbers, as only a limited number of pens and questionnaires were left to give out.  

One observation that can be made when comparing passenger/coach numbers to the weather, is that number of coaches appear to 

fall on sunny days and increase on cloudier days. This pattern was not observed last year, revealing that the weather may not always 

be the pivotal factor.  

The Dates 

The Weather 
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 18 April 2018 25 April 2018 2 May 2018 16 May 2018 23 May 2018 6 June 2018 13 June 2018 

Weather Dry and sunny Dry and over-

cast 

Dry and over-

cast 

Dry and over-

cast 

Dry and sunny Dry and sunny Dry and over-

cast 

Coaches    

Surveyed 

2 3 5 5 2 2 2 



The place of residence respondents inputted is very similar to results from the 2017 survey, with South Wales, the West Midlands and 

South Yorkshire receiving the highest numbers.  

Place of Residence and Holiday 
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All of those who declared themselves on holiday are staying in the Torbay towns of Torquay, Paignton and Babbacombe. The 13 

participants who declared themselves not to be on holiday are the same 13 visitors who came from Cornwall on a day trip.  



The vast majority of respondents were in the 65+ category, with only 1.1% of the 444 respondents of this question being under the age 

of 45. This pattern is almost identical to the results of the 2017 survey. 

The percentage of respondents visiting Newton Abbot for the first time has decreased this year compared to the last, from 43% in 

2017 to 39% in 2018. This trend should not be interpreted as a health check on the town’s popularity, as both new and repeat visitors 

should be welcomed. Analysing the respondents’ opinion of the town (Question 5) along with incentive figures is a more effective way 

of measuring the town’s popularity.   

The Ages 
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Previous Visitors 

In the drivers survey, all 18 respondents to this question had stated that they had visited Newton Abbot before.  



Coach drivers were asked in the drivers survey to note their previous and next destination. What became clear from the responses was 

that Newton Abbot was the first stop on the tour but rarely the last. Encouragingly, other places in Teignbridge were often mentioned as 

next destinations, demonstrating that the economic impact of coach tour visitors reaches beyond Newton Abbot and across the wider 

areas.  

The choice to visit Newton Abbot is usually decided in advance by the coach companies. Some drivers are given the freedom to decide 

themselves, on mystery tours for example, where the passengers are unaware of the next destination until their arrival.  

Previous and Next Destination 
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Purpose of Visit 



Most coaches visit the town at a similar time and for a similar length of time. Comparing this year’s figures to last year’s figures reveals 

that participants are, on average, spending slightly longer in the town, from an average of 2:13 hours in 2017 to 2:15 hours in 2018. 

The Timeframe 
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Unlike the 2017 survey, this survey did not ask participants to answer their time of arrival and departure directly. Instead, drivers were 

asked in the coach drivers survey (Questions 2 and 3) to state what time they had arrived and what time they planned to leave. This 

method proved more effective in calculating the average time spent in the town. 

The data shows that all of the coaches arrived between 10:00-11:00  with departures varying more widely, between 12:00-14:00.  



As a result of the 2017 survey, coaches were given designated parking in a piece of land beside the service yard that was previously 

used to store carts for the markets. This area could hold up to 4 coaches. With works taking place at Market Walk, this space was used 

for storing machinery for the works. Coaches were instead allowed to park around the turning circle for as long as they were not 

causing an obstruction. This area could hold a maximum of around 6 coaches 

Despite the new designated parking spaces in the service yard, parking was still considered an issue for the majority of coach drivers. 

This was the case for both coaches parked in the service yard and at Highweek Way.  

Parking 
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Those who answered yes were given an opportunity to explain why. The answers below reveal that  drivers would prefer a long-term 

solution in the town centre  which can accommodate multiple coaches with ease of access for passengers.  

At the moment its not a problem, but with more coaches it may be 1 

Could do with proper coach park area close to or in town centre. Most 

operators don't mind paying a reasonable charge 1 

Easy for passengers 1 

Newton Abbot benefits from offering free coach parking 1 

Nice to park in the town instead of Bookers 1 

No coach parking 1 

No proper coach park 1 

Should be dedicated parking near town centre 1 

Very limited 1 



Places Visited 
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Places Visited 

For Question 2 participants were given a multiple choice question asking whether they had visited four specific sites in the town; the 

Indoor Market & Food Hall, the Outdoor Market Stalls, Austin’s Department Store and the M&S Outlet. There was also a fifth option 

named ’Other’ that could be ticked, along with space below to write any noteworthy places they had visited. The results of the ’Other’ 

responses are: 

Venue Number of Visitors Street Name 

Asda 6 Highweek Street 

Bonmarché 23 Market Walk 

Boots 6 Courtenay Street 

Edinburgh Woollen Mill 29 Courtenay Street 

Roman 15 Courtenay Street 

W H Smith 5 Courtenay Street 

Wilko 5 Market Walk 

Wetherspoons 7 Queen Street 

Shauls 6 Market Walk 

Multiple answers were provided, the table above shows places that were mentioned at least five times by the 446 participants.  



For the four main options, if a box was left unticked we assumed that they had not visited that site. However it is of course possible for 

a participant to have visited one of the sites but not realised that they were one of the options on the list. For example a participant 

may had visited Austin’s, one of the mentioned stores, without realising it, and so left the box unticked on the survey.  

The markets remain to be the primary destination for the majority of coach tour visitors. 78% of visitors recall visiting the Indoor Market 

and Food Hall, down 2% on the previous year. However, the number of visitors to the Outdoor Market increased from 81% in 2017 to 

84% in 2018.  

By adding indoor and outdoor market figures, the number of respondents who recall visiting Newton Abbot Markets remains constant 

at 81% on the year before. This figure does not mean that the total number of coach tour visitors to the market has remained 

constant—this will be calculated when analysing incentive figures.   

The number of respondents who recall visiting Austin’s has increased from 28% to 33%. The percentage for the M&S outlet remained 

constant at 59%. This data shows that coach tour visitors are as important to the rest of the town centre as they are to the markets.  

As the graph below shows, the majority of respondents, 51%, had purchased something from the markets during their visit. This figure 

is down from 57% on the previous year.  

Places Visited: The Main Results 
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Spending figures allow us to examine the economic impact coach tour visitors have on the town. What is perhaps most interesting from 

the graph below is that it is almost identical in pattern to its 2017 equivalent. Once again, the largest group are those who spent 

between £10-£24. Although this may appear to be very little, considering the average time spent in the town was 2:15 hours, this is 

quite a considerable amount, especially when considering the amount of passengers visiting.  

Spending 
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Spending Brackets 2017 2018 % Change 

£0 5% 4% 1% ↓ 

£1 - £9 26% 25% 1% ↓ 

£10 - £24 38% 38% 0% 

£25 - £49 22% 22% 0% 

£50 - £99 7% 10% 3% ↑ 

£100+ 3% 1% 1% ↓ 

The most notable changes from 2017 to 2018 are those in the highest and lowest spending brackets. The percentage of those 

spending nothing has decreased by one percent, as has the number of those spending between £1-£9. Looking at the higher brackets, 

the percentage of those spending between £50-£99 has increased, whilst those spending £100 or more has decreased.  

 



 

Total Spending  and Per Person 
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Average Spending Per Person/Couple 

Due to statistical inaccuracies, calculating an average spend per person is not possible. The appendix at the end of this document 

explains why this is the case. Nonetheless, an average spent per person/couple can be forecasted.  

We must first assume that those who answered £100+ only spent £100 and no more. If for example someone spent £100,000 during 

their visit this would obviously skew the average.  

Using last year’s method of calculating spend per person/couple, we find that the average spend is somewhere between £15.67 and 

£33.00. If we want a single figure, we can calculate the average of these two boundary figures, this makes the overall average spend 

to be £24.31 per person/couple, up from £23.68 in 2017. 

Average Total Spending 

The total spend of all 436 respondents was somewhere between £6,831 and £14,371. Again, we must assume here that those who 

answered £100+ only spent £100 and no more. The average of these two boundary figures gives an average total spend of £10,601 

for 436 respondents. 

 



A financial incentive of £5 along with a free tea/coffee and sandwich is offered to coach drivers coming to Newton Abbot.  

The £5 cash incentive was originally collected by the drivers at one of the outdoor stalls, with the refreshments being received at 

Shauls Bakery in Market Square. After it became apparent throughout the survey that a number of drivers were struggling to find the 

location of the £5 incentive, the markets team and traders decided to change the pick-up location of the cash incentive to Shauls. All 

incentives can now be picked up from the same location. 

Coach Drivers Incentives 
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As Question 6 demonstrates, the majority of drivers believe that incentives are effective in attracting coaches. Question 5 in the drivers 

survey asked if they had collected their incentives, with a narrow majority stating they had not. Seven of the 10 respondents who said 

no answered Question 5a, with the responses shown below.  

5a. If not, why?  

Did not know about it 3 

Had to stay with vehicle 3 

Chose not to 1 

One of the important factors to consider is that not all coach drivers are able to collect their incentives. The majority of coaches 

surveyed were those parked in the service yard, but many were also surveyed at Highweek Way. As there were previously no 

designated parking slots for the coach drivers in the service yard, most of them tended to park at Highweek Way to avoid parking out of 

town. Although this is not a designated parking area, the coaches are allowed to park there for as long as the driver stays on the 

coach—this prevents them from collecting their incentive.  

As such, there are many coaches that visit Newton Abbot but who are not accounted for in the incentive figures. Although designated 

parking has been made available since the 2017 survey, many coaches are unaware of this and still park at Highweek. If designated 

parking is maintained in the service yard over the long run, we should expect to see the number of incentives collected increase over 

time. 



The average spending figures on page 11 only tell us the average of the coaches surveyed. However, not every coach on each 

Wednesday was surveyed, therefore the total spending by coach tour visitors is probably much higher. The graph below illustrates the 

minimum number of coaches coming into Newton Abbot month on month and year on year. 

The figures include coaches that come all week round, thus are not exclusive to Wednesdays as our survey is.  

As was predicted in last year’s report, 2017 reversed the negative trajectory of visiting coaches. This may have been due to the 

additional parking spaces made available in the western service yard, as this allowed coach drivers to leave their vehicle to collect the 

incentive.  

Incentives Statistics 
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ANNUAL 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Total Coaches 181 132 106 184 

JAN-MAY 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Total Coaches 64 62 35 65 60 

Figures for the first 5 months of 2018 appear to be slightly lower than previous years (apart from 2016). This may be due to the 

Market Walk regeneration works which have temporarily taken the space of the new coach parking slots, although replacement 

parking has been designated around the turning circle of the western service yard.  



With the spending data and incentive figures we can begin to calculate the minimal annual spend from coach tour visitors.  

Question 4 in the drivers asked responding drivers to state the amount of passengers on board. However, due to statistical 

inaccuracies, calculating the average number of passengers per coach is not possible. The appendix at the end of this document 

explains why this is the case.  

The 2017 report assumed that the average coach had 30 passengers on board, this assumption will be carried over to this survey too. 

If we multiply this average by the number of coaches that have collected their incentives throughout the year, we can get an idea of 

total passengers visiting the town annually.  

If we then multiply these figures by the 2017 average per person/couple of £23.68 we can estimate the total spend per year. 

Total Yearly Spending 
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 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Total Yearly  5,430 3,960 3,180 5,520 

 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Total Yearly £128,582 £93,772 £75,302 £130,713 

As we can see from the figures above, total spending in 2017 has substantially increased. Due to the lower coach numbers in 2018, 

the total spend for the Jan-May period has slightly decreased. This is despite using the higher £24.31 average spend figure for 2018.  

 

Factors to consider when understanding these figures: 

 These figures do not include those coaches who did not collect their incentives. Considering that the majority of coaches 

included in the survey were parked at Highweek Way, a potentially high number of coaches and their passengers are not 

included, meaning the figures above could be a lot higher in reality.  

 We have calculated that an average of 30 passengers are arriving per coach. These figures are likely to fluctuate throughout 

the year.   

 The amounts spent by participants throughout the course of this survey (April and May) may not be reflective of what coach tour 

visitors spend at other times of the year. Their average spend could be much higher throughout the Christmas period for 

example. 

 

Consequently, there is a lot of evidence to suggest the total yearly spend by coach tour visitors is significantly above the figures in the 

table above.  

These figures also highlight the significant financial impact coach tour passengers have on the local economy. This is particularly 

important for the markets, especially as we recall that 51% of respondents said they had bought something from the indoor or outdoor 

markets during their visit.  

Annual spend based on financial incentive figures 

Annual passengers based on financial incentive figures 

 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Total Jan-May 

Spend 

£45,465 £44,044 £24,864 £46,886 

 

£43,758 

Jan-May spend based on financial incentive figures 



Places Visited 
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Popularity of the Town 

When asked if they would recommend Newton Abbot to their friends, 98% of respondents answered yes. Although they were not asked 

if they specifically would return, their answers still imply that they thought positively of the town in general.  

Of those who did answer no, a follow-up question asked them to explain in more detail why. Below are all of the responses that were 

received.  

Boring  

Didn't see much of it  

Just another small town  

Lacking lot of popular shops, interesting who 

will fill M&S shop 

 

No market stalls of interest  

Not enough time  

Not sufficient time  

Not sure  

Shops, market too expensive  

Some people rather rude  



Question 10 of the survey asked participants what they most enjoyed about Newton Abbot. 389 of the 446 (87%) participants gave a 

written comment. Below is a word cloud of the most popular words used in their responses: 

Written Comments from Participants 
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The most common themes include: 

 The friendliness and helpfulness of the town-people 

 The cleanliness and tidiness of the town  

 The flat and even surface, especially for the elderly and wheelchair users 

 The pedestrianised high street and relaxed atmosphere 

 The popularity of the main shopping areas and the markets  

 The good weather 

 The architecture of the town and sites of historical interest 

 The popularity of the open public spaces 



As well as giving respondents a chance to state what they must enjoyed, Question 11 asked what they believed could be done to make 

Newton Abbot a better town to visit.  

214 of the 446 (48%) participants gave a written comment. Of those 214, 75 comments were positive or stated they had not been in 

the town long enough to pass comment. The positive comments included statements like: ‘keep it as it is’, ‘can’t think of anything’ and 

‘no improvement needed’.  

Improvements  
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The most common themes include: 

 Lack of public toilets and the inaccessibility of the existing first floor toilets 

 More public seating 

 More, better and updated signage 

 Better choice/variety of shops and market stalls 

 A bigger market 

 More and better coach parking 

 More floral displays and greenery 

 Improved pavements and walkways 

The desire for a better toilet provision was by far the most mentioned issue respondents highlighted. Toilets were mentioned a total of 

66 times throughout the survey. A lack of seating was also mentioned on multiple occasions. Seating was mentioned a total of 33 

times.  

A few mentioned that the area would look much better once the works had been completed, with some expressing a desire to come 

and see it after completion.  

Additional Comments 

The majority of answers to Question 12, asking respondents for any additional comments, were positive. Most simply stated ‘enjoyed 

my stay’, ‘had a lovely time’ and ‘very enjoyable’.  Others mentioned suggestions on how to make the town better, most of which had 

been covered by Question 11.  



The coach drivers were given an opportunity in Question 12 to suggest how the town could attract more coaches. Unsurprisingly, the 

issue of coach parking was reiterated here, with most expressing an interest for more spaces which are free and reliable.  

Drivers Comments 
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Question 13 in the drivers survey asked: ‘Were your passengers happy with their visit? Anything special they commented on?’ 11 of the 

17 replies simply states ‘yes’, with others answering with comments such as ‘always goes down well’, ‘market is a good seller, indoor 

and outdoor’ and ‘good comments, shame the museum is closed’.  

To conclude, the drivers were asked for any additional comments. Seven comments were inputted: 

 Difficulty finding where to collect cash incentive 

 Everything seems to be going in the right direction 

 Good to see a council proactive and thinking of coach 

companies and clients of them 

 Keep up the good work, town is gaining from other towns 

poor showing 

 More drop off point coaches keep parking at the pick up 

point 

 Nice town, clean and tidy 

 None, lovely place hope market gets bigger 



Question 4 of the drivers survey asked how many passengers were on board. The 2017 survey estimated that the average coach had 

30 passengers on board, but this was purely an estimate, with no survey questions being asked on this matter and thus no data to 

analyse. This years survey has calculated an average of 29 passengers per coach. 

APPENDIX: Calculating Participation 
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One of the greatest challenges in calculating spending per head in the 2017 survey was due to the fact that respondents were not 

given the opportunity to state whether they were answering on the behalf of an individual (themselves) or as a couple (usually 

themselves and the person sitting directly next to them). Question 8 in this year’s survey sought to correct this. 

By taking the individuals figure and the couples figures (multiplied by 2), a total participation figure of 570 can be calculated. This is 

despite that fact that only 428 passengers were available to take part in the survey, leading to a participation rate of 133%. 

There is a likely reason for this. The ‘as a couple’ option was designed for participants sitting as a two where one of them filled it in. 

However it is likely that those sitting in a couple where both were filling in a survey answered ’as a couple’ rather than ’on my own’. 

Rather than two surveys being filled as an individual it would instead imply that two couples had filled them in. 

There were further complications. The total amount of surveys received stood at 446, when the total number of passengers stood at 

428. This means that at least one of the 21 coach drivers has under-calculated the number of passengers on board.  As a result, this 

survey has kept the assumption made last year that the average coach has 30 passengers on board.  



 The average spend per person/couple has increased from £23.68 in 2017 to 

£24.31 in 2018 

 

 The number of coaches/passengers visiting Newton Abbot in 2017 is the 

highest its been since current records began 

 

 In 2017 we estimate that a total of £130,713 was spent by coach tour 

visitors in Newton Abbot, up from £75,302 the year before 

 

 Despite the recent improvements, coach drivers still seek a reliable long term 

solution to the coach parking situation in the town 

 

 The greatest demand from coach tour visitors is to improve the access to and  

number of toilets at the markets 

 

 98% of respondents would recommend Newton Abbot to their friends 

Main Conclusions  

For further information regarding this research please 

contact Tom Winters at tom.winters@teignbridge.gov.uk   
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